
IN THE COURT OF THE SUB-DIVISIONAL JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE, (S) JORHAT

G.R.Case No.3262/17

U/s. 457/380/511 of  I.P.C.

STATE

Vs

                                                     Biswajit Dihingia

                                                                              ... Accused person.

PRESENT: JYOTISMITA SARMA, A.J.S.

Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate, Sadar,

Jorhat.

For the Prosecution: Learned A.P.P. Smti. Nandita Gohain

For the Defence: Learned State Defence Counsel Sri Prasanta Tamuly

Charged Framed on: 30/10/2017

Evidence record on: 03/03/2018, 16/03/2018, 29/03/2018, 07/04/2018

Argument heard on: 26/04/2018

Judgment delivered on: 03/05/2018

JUDGMENT

1. This is a case U/S 457/380/511 IPC. 

2. The prosecution is of theft from the house of Sri Rupa Buragohain by the accused

Biswajit Dihingia and Child in conflict with law Nobin Nath @ Madhu.

3. It was informed at Bhogdoi out post under Jorhat Police Station through an ejahar by

the Tonkeswar Tamuly on 30.10.2017 that since last two weeks incidents of theft had

increased  at  Gohain  Tekela,  Chandoi  Tekela  village  and  as  such  the  villagers  of

aforesaid villages had decided to petrol at night. Accordingly, on the previous night

they were petrolling when at about 2 A.M., they heard a sound. The petrolling men

went towards the sound and reached the house of Budhin Bora who was not staying

at his  house at  that  time.  It  was seen that  few unknown men had entered the
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compound of Budhin Bora and were trying to break lock of the house. The other

villagers  were  informed  and  all  the  patrolling  party  surrounded  the  house  and

managed to caught hold of one of the thief but the others managed to escape. The

apprehended boy is Nobin Nath @ Madhu. He was asked about the incident and he

named Biswajit Dihingia, Pokhora as his accomplice in the incident. The informant

filed the ejahar and handed over Nobin Nath to police and prayed for apprehension

and for arresting the co-accused Biswajit Dihingia. Hence the case. 

4. On the receipt of the ezahar, I/C Bhogdoi out post has forwarded the same to Jorhat

Police Station for registering a case. After receiving the ezahar Jorhat P.S Case No-

2349/17 U/s 457/380/511 IPC registered and investigation was conducted by the

I/O.

5. During course of investigation police arrested the accused persons and remanded to

judicial custody. On the basis of the ‘ezahar’ police started investigation and after

completion of investigation police found sufficient materials and submitted charge-

sheet against  the accused person Biswajit  Dihingia and child  in conflict  with law

Nabin  Nath U/s.457/380/511 of  I.P.C.  vide  Charge-Sheet  No.768/2017  dated

30/11/2017. 

6. The child in conflict with law Nabin Nath was sent to Juvenile Justice Board, Jorhat

along with a supplementary case record. Therefore, the case proceeded against the

accused  Biswajit  Dihingia.  The  accused  was  arrested  during  investigation  and

forwarded to judicial custody. He was granted bail but failed to produce any surety

and remained in custody during the trial.

7. On submission of the charge-sheet, cognizance of offence U/s. 457/380/511 I.P.C.

was taken against the accused person and process was issued against the accused

person.  During trial, copy was furnished to the accused person and both sides were

heard on the point  of  charge. Finding Prima-facie materials  to presume that  the

accused person has committed offences punishable U/s. 457/380/511 I.P.C., charges

of the aforesaid sections were framed and read over and explained to the accused

persons and they were asked as to whether they plead guilty, to which he pleaded

not guilty and claimed to be tried.

8. In the course of hearing the prosecution examined seven prosecution witnesses. The

informant was reported to have died and hence, he could not be examined. Due to

lack of incriminating materials in the evidence of informant/victim, the prosecution
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evidence was closed. The statement of the accused person U/S 313 Cr.PC. are duly

recorded. Moreover, defence side declined to adduce any evidence. Their case is of

total denial.

9.           Heard learned counsel for prosecution and defence.

10. Points for determination:-

a)  Whether on 30.10.2017 at night 2 A.M., accused person Biswajit  Dihingia along with

Nobin Nath tried to break into the house of Budhin Bora by breaking the lock with intention

to commit theft and thereby committed the offence punishable  U/s. 457/511 of I.P.C.?

b)  Whether on 30.10.2017 at night 2 A.M. accused person Biswajit Dihingia along with

Nobin Nath attempted to commit theft at the house of Budhin Bora and thereby committed

the offence  punishable U/s. 380/511 of I.P.C.?

11.Discussion, Decision and Reasons thereof:-

Heard arguments  of  both  sides.  Perused  the  Case  Record.  My  findings  are  as

follows:-

12.PW1 Sri  Mrinmoy Jyoti  Neog  deposed that he knows the informant. He was the

Gaonburha. He died two months ago. He knows accused since the day of incident.

Since three months prior to the incident, theft incidents at their village had become a

nuisance. In October 2017, fellow villagers of his village had apprehended Madhu

and from him the accused was identified. Madhu had broken the lock of the door to

the house of Budhin Bora and when he was seen in the act, he tried to escape by

climbing the wall. However, he was caught by public and kept near the Gohain Tekela

Naamghar and informed Police.  A “da” was recovered under the lock which was

broken by Madhu. The same was seized in his presence. Exhibit 1 is the seizure list

and Exhibit 1(1) is his signature. Madhu named accused as an accomplice in the acts

of thefts. Regarding the incident, Gaonburha lodged an ejahar. 

13.During  cross-examination  he  deposed  that  he  has  not  seen  the  incident  where

Madhu was seen breaking the lock. He saw accused at Bhogdoi Outpost when he

went there to give a signature. He does not remember on what paper he signed at

Bhogdoi  Outpost.  He denied the suggestion that he did not  state U/S 161 Cr.PC

regarding identification of accused Biswajit Dihingia. He also denied the suggestion

that he has deposed falsely today that the “da” was recovered under the lock broken

by Madhu. He has not seen the seized “da” before the Court today. He admitted that
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he did not state U/S 161 Cr.PC the persons from whom he learnt about the incident.

He also denied the suggestion that accused is not related to this case and they have

falsely framed him in this case.

14.PW2  Sri  Chitra  Jyoti  Deka deposed  that  he  knows  informant.  He  was  the

Goanburha and he has died two months ago. He knows accused since the day of

incident. He saw him on the day of theft. He also knows the child in conflict with law

Nabin Nath @ Madhu. In October 2017, they had several incidents of theft at their

village Gohain Tekela. As such, fellow villagers decided to night patrol. On one night

when resident Budhin Bora was not at his house, it was found that three- four men

were present at his compound. When the villagers reached the house, they tried to

escape but Nabin Nath was caught. Police was informed and Nabin Nath was handed

over to Police. He named accused Biswajit Dihingia as a co-accused in the incident.

15.During  cross-examination  he  stated  that  Police  has  recorded  his  statement.  He

admitted that  he did  not  state  U/S 161 Cr.PC that  he saw the accused Biswajit

Dihingia. He was at home at the time of incident. He denied the suggestion that he

did not state U/S 161 Cr.PC that it was found that three- four men were present at

his compound. When the villagers reached the house, they tried to escape. He learnt

about the accused from Nabin Nath. He does not know if Nabin Nath had named

accused to  take revenge on him.  He denied the suggestion that  he has named

accused falsely merely on hearing about him from someone.

16. PW-3 Sri Chanakya Choudhary deposed that he knows the informant. He was the

Gaonburha. He has seen accused at Bhogdoi Outpost when he had gone to Police

Station regarding  incident.  Madhu was apprehended by them in  the incident.  In

October  2017,  they  were  patrolling  at  their  village  GohainTekela  Gaon  due  to

outbreak of theft incidents in their village. On the eventful night, they heard sounds

from the house of Budhin Bora. They went there and saw 2-3 men at the house.

They managed to escape but Nabin Nath was caught. Nabin Nath named accused

Biswajit Dihingia as a co-accused in the incident.

17. During  cross-examination,  he  deposed  that  he  was  standing  at  a  distance  from

Bidhin  Bora's  house  along  with  Manoj,  Rupam Bora,  Duleswar  Bora,  Dipan  and

Montu.  He  heard  someone  fleeing  from the  place  of  occurrence  but  he  cannot

ascertain if the sound was that of human or that of animal. He does not know if any

stolen article was recovered from accused. People had beaten Madhu after he was

caught. It is possible for Madhu to name someone as an accomplice to escape the
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outrage of villagers. He does not know if Madhu was speaking the truth or not. Police

has not shown him any article seized from accused. He denied the suggestion that

he does not know anything about the incident and that he has named accused out of

suspicion.

18.  PW-4  Sri  Sanjay  Dutta  deposed  that  he  knows  the  informant.  He  has  seen

accused being apprehended by Police. In October 2017, Nath was caught from the

house of Budhin Bora. Police had seized a “da” in his presence and it was found from

the possession of Nath. Material Exhibit I is the “da” and Exhibit 1(2) is his signature

on seizure list.

19.During cross-examination he stated that he cannot say for sure if the “da” seized is

the same “da” which was recovered from Nath. He does not know from where Police

recovered the “da” after it was thrown by Nath. He does not know if the residents of

Budhin Bora's house were present or absent. He does not know who all lives in his

house but of course he has family members. He knows accused from the day he saw

him at Thana. I/O cannot say if  accused was involved in the incident along with

Nabin Nath.

20. PW-5  Sri Deepjyoti Baruah deposed that knows the informant. He saw accused at

Police Station. Nabin Nath was caught at Budhin Bora's house while breaking the lock

and he was caught and he admitted that accused was accomplice in that incident

along with him. Material Exhibit I was found lying in the compound of Bhudhin Bora

and he has seen it before the Court today. Exhibit 1(3) is his signature on seizure list.

21.During his  cross-examination he stated that  they were standing at  a distance of

about 50 mtrs, from the place of occurrence. Nabin Nath did not tell them anything.

He made his statement before Police. Budhin Bora lives alone. He has not asked

Budhin Bora if the “da” belonged to him. He does not know if any stolen articles to

have been recovered  from accused by Police.  He  did  not  recover  anything  from

accused. He has learnt from Police that Biswajit Dihingia was involved in the incident

and he cannot say for sure if accused was involved in the incident.

22. PW-6  Sri  Ajoy  kumar  Singh  deposed that informant  is  Gaonburha and he has

expired two three months ago. He has heard the name of accused but, has not seen

him before.  He heard about him when he was caught by public. In October 2017,

he, Tanmoy, Raju and other villager were patrolling at our Gohain Takela village as

incidence of theft had increased at their village. At about 1 AM they heard a sound

and ran towards the place from which it  was coming.  They reach the house of

Budhuin Bora and saw accused Madhu escaping from the compound of Budhin Bora
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by climbing a wall. He was caught. Madhu confessed that accused Dihingia and three

others had accompanied him to commit theft. As such, they called the police and

handed over Madhu to police. They found a “DA”-material Exhibit I in the compound

of Budhin Bora which was handed over to police. Exhibit 1(4) is his signature on

Seizure list. He has seen material Exhibit I before the Court today.

23.During cross-examination he stated that  he has learnt  about  the involvement  of

Accused Dihingia from the statement of Madhu but he does not know if Madhu was

speaking the truth. It is Possible  that Madhu lied before the public to save himself.

He  has not enquired if Material Exhibit he belongs to Budhin Bora. He does not

know if anything was seized from the possession of Accused Dihingia. 

24. PW-7 Sri Rupam Jyoti Bora deposed that  informant was their Gaonburah and he

expired two-three months ago. He knows the accused persons by their names. He

has not seen him before.  On the night  of  incident,  he and fellow villagers were

patrolling at their village as incidents of theft were increasing. He heard that the thief

Madhu has been caught. He accordingly went to the house of Budhin Bora. Madhu

was apprehended by public. Another thief named Dihingia had managed to escape.

Madhu was handed over to police. 

25.During cross-examination he stated that he does not know if information regarding

increase  in  theft  incidents  at  their  village  were  reported  to  police.  He  has  not

interrogated Madhu. He has heard from people that Dihingia was also involved in the

incident.  He has no personal  knowledge regarding his  involvement.  He does not

know if villagers had harassed and tortured Madhu to bring out the facts from him.

26. PW-8 S.I. Diganta Saikia deposed that on 30.10.2017 he was posted as ASI officer

at Bhogdoi Out Post. On that day  an Ezahar was filed Tankeswar Tamuly. I/C Gaurab

Jyoti Chutia made a GD entry 498 and endorsed him with investigation. Exhibit 2 is

the ejahar and Exhibit 2(1) is the signature of S.I. Gaurab Jyoti Chutia . The Ezahar

is sent to Jorhat Police station and accordingly Jorhat P.S. Case No 2349/17 U/S

447/380/511 IPC was registered. Exhibit 2(2) is the signature of O/C Tuniam Neog.

At police Station,  the statement of informant was recorded and a da was seized on

being produced by Ajay Singh. Exhibit1 is seizure list and Exhibit1(5) is his signature.

He went to place of occurrence and inspected the place of occurrence and prepared

a  sketch  Map.  Exhibit  3  is  the  certified  copy  of  sketch  Map.  Exhibit  3(1)  is  his

signature. He has also recorded the statement of other witnesses. He found Nabin

Nath @ Madhu at  place of  occurrence in a injured state and forwarded him for

medical  examination  and  thereafter  produced  him  before  JJB,  Jorhat.  On
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examination of Nabin Nath, it was found that he along with accused Biswajit Dihingia

on the eventful night had gone to the house of Budhin Bora of Gohain Tekela Gaon

to commit theft. Accordingly, he arrested Biswajit Dihingia in this case and forwarded

him to Court. Both the culprits named one “Pokhora” to be an accomplice of the

incident but he could not trace him out. After finding sufficient materials against the

accused persons he submitted Charge sheet against  them U/S 457/380/511 IPC.

Exhibit 4 is the charge sheet and Exhibit 4(1) is his signature.

27. During cross-examination he deposed that he has not examined Budhin Bora. He has

not mentioned in Exhibit 3 whether the place of occurrence is a house or is a road

and he has not mentioned therein the owner of the place of occurrence. He has not

interrogated the owner of the house where the “da” was found if it belongs to him.

He arrested accused Biswajt  Dihinia as per statement of co-accused. He has not

made any seizure from Biswajit Dihingia. As per the statements recorded by him,

none of the witnesses have incriminated Biswajit Dihingia. He has not examined the

scribe of ejahar. He has not found any implements of theft or any broken articles at

place of occurrence.  He has not examined Monoj,  Rupam Bora, Duleswar Bora,

Dipam and Mantu. He denied the suggestion that without proper investigation and

basing on the statement of an accused he has arrayed Biswajit Dihingia as a accused

in this case. 

28. Prosecution allegation is that on the eventful previous night of 30.10.2017, at Gohain

Tekela Village, its villagers were had launched a patrolling party to check on the

increasing theft incidents in their village. On the night of incident  at 2 A.M., they

sound from compound of Budhin Bora and they went there where they saw unknown

boys loitering in the compound of Budhin Bora and trying to break the lock of the

house. But when they tried to catch held of them, except one named Nabin Nath @

Madhu, the others manage to escape. 

29. The prosecution alleges that Biswajit Dihingia was an accomplice of Nabin Nath and

he  had  accompanied  him at  place of  occurrence  in  order  to  commit  theft.  This

allegations of being an accomplice, has been made on the basis of the statement

given by Nabin Nath.  

30. In other words Nabin Nath is alleged to have been confessed that Biswajit Dihingia

was  an  accomplice  in  the  incident.  And  on the  basis  of  his  statement,  Biswajit

Dihingia was arrested and forwarded to custody and charge-sheet was filed against

him.

31.During evidence of prosecution eight witnesses were examined but the informant
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was not examined as he was reported to have died.

32. PW-1, PW-2, PW-3, PW-4, PW-5, PW-6, PW-7 are residents of Gohain Tekela village

and PW-8 is the   investigating officer. Out of these seven witnesses, none of them

deposed  to  have  been  seen  Biswajit  Dihingia  in  the  act  of  committing  theft  or

present at the house of Budhin Bora. None of these witnesses could establish that

they saw Biswajit  Dihingia at the house of Budhin Bora on the eventful  night  to

commit theft. PW-1, PW-2, PW-3, PW-5, PW-6 and PW-7 have alleged and supported

the FIR on the fact that Nabin Nath named Biswajit Dihingia to be an accused in the

case.

33. So we find sufficient oral evidence to prove that Biswajit Dihingia was named by

Nabin Nath to commit theft at the house of Budhin Bora. However, in order to prove

the  ex-culpatory  confession  of  Nabin  Nath  incriminating  the  accused  Dihingia

accompanying  Nabin  Nath  to  commit  theft  at  the  house  of  Budhin  Bora  the

confession itself has to be proved before the Court because it is on the basis of this

confession, the prosecution witnesses learned the name of Biswajit Dihingia and also

about his involvement in the incident.

34. It is noteworthy that no confession has been recorded by the prosecution and proved

by the prosecution before the Court of the apprehended CCL Nabin Nath who is a

child in conflict with law and the case pending against him is under trial before the

Juvenile Justice Board, Jorhat.

35. In absence of  due prove of  the confession the oral  evidence of  the prosecution

witnesses is not sufficient.

36. Furthermore, the law is settled that any confession made ex-culpatory incriminating

someone other than the person making the confession and in absence of inculpatory

statement incriminating himself is not acceptable before the Court as in this case. 

37. Further, the Court finds that the statement of the prosecution witnesses incriminating

Biswajit Dihingia is dependent on the statement of Nabin Nath and what they heard

and learnt from Nabin Nath. Where Nabin Nath himself  is not examined and his

statement is not duly recorded as per law U/S 164 CrPC, the statement of Nabin

Nath is found to be not proved and such a confession made extra-judicial is not

admissible and not capable of being relied upon.

38.Moreover, none of the witnesses saw the accused at the house of Budhin Bora or

along with Nabin Nath on the day of incident. There is no clear proof that accused

was present at  the house of  Budhin bora on the eventful  night  and he had the

intention to commit theft at his house.
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39. In such a scenario, it is found that prosecution failed to prove that accused went to

the house of Budhin Bora and tried to break into his house by breaking the lock of

the door with intention to commit theft. It is also not proved that he had made any

attempt  to  commit  theft  at  the  house  of  Budhin  Bora  in  the  eventful  night  of

29.10.2017. 

40.The accused person is found not guilty U/S 457/380/511 IPC and is acquitted of this

case. 

ORDER

41.Hence, considering the above discussions, the accused person is found not guilty of 

the alleged offences and is accordingly acquitted and set at liberty forthwith.

42.Pronounced by me in this open Court, this 3rd day of May 2018 and given under my 

hand and seal of this Court.

     
            

    Jyotismita  Sarma
                                                             Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate (S)
                                                                                       Jorhat                      

APPENDIX
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PROSECUTION EXHIBITS 

 EXIHIBIT 1 – SEIZURE LIST    
 EXIHIBIT 2 – EJAHAR
 EXIHIBIT 3 – SKETCH MAP   
 EXIHIBIT 4 – CHARGE-SHEET

DEFENCE EXHIBITS

NONE

PROSECUTION WITNESSES

                                       PW-1 Sri Mrinmoy Jyoti Neog

PW-2 Sri Chitra Jyoti Deka

PW-3 Sri Chanakya Choudhary

PW-4 Sri Sanjay Dutta

PW-5  Sri Deepjyoti Baruah 

PW-6 Sri Ajoy kumar Singh

PW-7 Sri Rupam Jyoti Bora

PW-8 S.I. Diganta Saikia

            DEFENCE WITNESSES

NONE

Assam Schedule VIII, Form No. 127
High Court Criminal Form No.(M) 106

ORDER- SHEET FOR MAGISTRATE'S RECORDS
DISTRICTS

IN THE COURT   OF JYOTISMITA SARMA, S.D.J.M. (S), Jorhat
Jorhat P.S. Case No.2349/17
GR Case No. 3262/17

Versus
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No.
Date Order Signature

03.05.18     Accused Biswajit Dihingia is produced from   judicial custody.

H Today is fixed for judgment. 

   The judgment is prepared and pronounced in open court.

   The same is prepared in separate sheets and appended to C.R.

   The  accused  person  is  found  not  guilty  of  the  offence  U/S

457/380/511  IPC and is acquitted of the case and set at liberty

forthwith. 

   Send the copy of this order to Superintendent of Central Jail,

Jorhat for his information and necessary action.      

 The case is disposed of.      

      

NOTE: This for should be written up in English whenever possible (Sec.Vol.I, Chapter-III, Rule 22).
AG P-VIII-F-No.-127-30/15 
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